
Crisis Management – 23rd April 2020 
We had more questions that we could answer within the timeframe for Scott, so he took the time to 
follow up and answer any questions raised: 
 
Q1) Do you typically see PMs/PMO’s involved in crisis management or business continuity and if 
so, in what roles? 
A1) PMs and PMOs do feature frequently in Crisis Management Teams (typically at the Tactical/ 
Silver team level) because of the breadth of their organisational knowledge, because they are 
typically calm under pressure, methodical in their delivery, and so are incredibly valuable for 
supporting the many workstreams that need to be worked through during Crises. A typical role 
would be that of the Chairperson/ Lead in the Tactical/ Silver team. 
 
Q2) Using COVID-19 as an example. What role does Government play in ensuring timely action? 
A2) The role of the Government is imperative in ensuring timely action because that direction will 
assist every organisation’s Crisis Management Team in determining their Recovery and temporary 
operational delivery strategies; which in turn might impact Products/ Services being delivered by 
those organisations to the Country itself of course. 
 
Q3) For a typical Organisation with a robust BCP- what percentage of their budget do they 
dedicate to it? 
A3) Budgets for Business Continuity Planning (or Business Continuity Management/ Business 
Continuity Management Systems as the wider programmes are formally known by) are not typically 
determined in percentage terms. Instead the requirements for developing and maintaining Business 
Continuity is driven by the organisation’s own appetite for disruption. Products/ Services ‘Impact 
Thresholds’ need to be established with the Senior Management/ Executive Leadership teams to 
understand the severity and magnitude of unplanned situations they feel the organisation can 
tolerate/ withstand (impacts over time) before they become unacceptable in terms of threating the 
medium to long-term strategy as well as ultimately putting the immediate survival of the 
organisation in jeopardy. Once their ‘Impact Threshold’ appetite is understood, this will then drive 
the programme requirements and resources required to deliver it. 
 
Q4) You mentioned business tolerance for disruption. Are there guidelines that exist for norms on 
what a business is prepared to accept in terms of disruption? 
A4) In short, no. Disruption tolerances (or ‘Impact Thresholds’ as they are now becoming more 
widely known as) are determined by a number of factors. Some examples include: 

• Regulatory requirements 

• Customer requirements/ expectations 

• Legal and/or Compliance requirements 

• Industry expectations 
Ultimately the appetite for disruption sits with the Senior Management/ Executive Leadership teams 
within an organisation as it is they that will determine what is acceptable and not acceptable for the 
business’ survival. Disruption can present itself in many forms of course. Namely; Operational 
impacts, Financial impacts, Strategic impacts, and Reputation impacts to name a few examples; so 
each priority/ critical Product/ Service needs to be impact assessed against these types of impact 
over different time frames to fully understand (and be able to evaluate) what the organisations’ 
tolerance for pain is (unplanned Product/ Service suspension/ degradation) before it suffers 
irrevocable damage/ loss. The Business Impact Analysis series of activities provides the organisation 
with information required to calculate the tolerances for disruption as well as the recovery 
timeframes required for recovery. 
 



Q5) In your experience do you see companies with separate Teams or Departments for Crisis 
Management? 
A5) Yes and No. It really depends on each organisation. I work with organisations across all industries 
and even two businesses of similar size and structure in the same industry may have a different 
approach. Ultimately the scope of the Business Continuity Management/ Management System 
programme will determine who needs to be involved in the Crisis Management structure as well as 
develop and maintain all Business Continuity documentation across the organisation. Some 
businesses do have the budget and resources to be able to allocate dedicated resources 100% of 
their time to this, but in others the responsibilities and level of engagement is simply another series 
of responsibilities alongside their normal business roles. I work with and support businesses 
internationally that have both dedicated and non-dedicated resources in place. 
 
Q6) Regarding survival of the business, have you seen companies decide to shut down or let a part 
of their business go? 
A6) Pre COVID-19 I have worked with a number of businesses (large and small) that have needed to 
do this to protect their wider business, in both real world Crises as well as during simulated Exercises 
I have delivered with those organisations. However COVID-19 has presented/ continues to present 
these situations on an almost daily basis unfortunately because of the severity of the impacts some 
organisations have endured/ continue to endure due to the People movement restrictions and 
subsequent loss of Customers etc. 
 
Q7) Assuming future crises are smaller than COVID-19 will we 

a) Be better at our approach to Crisis Management or 
b) Become complacent because relative to COVID-19 everything else appears easy? 

A7) The timely managed and fully coordinated recovery of an organisation’s primary Products/ 
Services needs to delivered whatever the scenario to ensure the business survives. 
This unprecedented situation has shone a very large spotlight on the requirements for fully 
supported, developed, and maintained programmes to be able to deliver that recovery. From the 
Crisis Management Teams I currently Chair and/ or support; I have identified some examples of 
where systems, plans, and people development have improved/ can be improved as a result of the 
COVID-19 situation presenting the requirement. 
 
Q8) What about the motivation of team members during Crisis Management? 
A8) The motivation, health and well-being of all members of an organisation’s response to Crises 
needs to be considered at all times during Pre-Crisis development works, during the Crisis itself, as 
well as Post Crisis once the dust has settled. Staff welfare (in the form of shift changes for example) 
should be included within the task lists of Business Continuity Plans and other support services such 
as Counselling (in-Crisis and Post-Crisis) should be made available to all where possible. 
 
Q9) There used to be a business recovery association called Survive. Is that still around or is there 
another, similar industry org? 
A9) Survive no longer exists. The Business Continuity Institute (theBCI.org) is now the leading 
business recovery association and to whom I am accredited, certified, and deliver courses for as one 
of their approved Tutors. 
 
Q10) What do you do if you have not got the skills in the organisation to run Crisis Management 
A10) Once the Crisis Management structure has been developed in accordance with the 
requirements of the business; those Crisis Management Team members then require training, 
coaching in role, and Exercising through Crisis simulations. As a front line Crisis 
Management/Business Continuity/ Resilience consultant and industry Tutor (for the Business 
Continuity Institute) I work with organisations to develop their Crisis Management requirements and 



subsequent capability through workshops, training, coaching, and running Crises simulation 
Exercises. Courses are also available to attend as Public events (such as one offered by the Business 
Continuity Institute) as well as in-house bespoke courses that are developed specifically for each 
organisation; as I do regularly for my customers. 
 
Q11) Any tips for ensuring staff provide contact details for BCM purposes. I used to work 
somewhere in Paris where staff were sent messages after the terror attacks and asked to confirm 
if they were safe but fewer than 20% had registered their details. 
A11) As a duty of care responsibility, Employers need to be able to demonstrate their ability to be 
able to communicate with their staff at all times where possible, to be able to protect them from 
harm whenever the situation arises. If staff have not provided their details and the HR/ People team 
have demonstrated their regular requests for the same; then the final responsibility for that staff 
member being contactable such as for the situation you described (and for which we are all familiar) 
sits on the shoulders of each staff member themselves. We use the mass notification tool ‘MINT’ for 
all of our customer’s Crisis Management and staff communications during a Crisis. SMS, Voice, and 
Email Alerts sent out simultaneously by the tool which best ensures that at least one of the alert 
types reaches each staff member in the event of some of their contact details not being available. 
 
Q12) Is Crisis Management the same as Business Continuity Planning? 
A12) Business Continuity Management (or Business Continuity Management System if you’ve 
developed your programme to a recognised standard) is the actual name for the programme 
incorporating Business Continuity Plans, Business Continuity solutions, and the Incident Response 
framework (Crisis Management).  
 
Q13) In this COVID-19 situation, I wonder will the National Broadband project will take on a new 
emphasis? 
A13) Technology infrastructures (including availability, functionality, capacity, and security) have 
certainly become ever more important as one of the primary resource dependencies required to 
continue to deliver Products/ Services internally and externally. I am not close enough to the 
National Broadband project at this time to be able to comment specifically about that unfortunately. 
 
Q14) I feel like the gold, silver and bronze structure needs to be turned upside down. The doers 
are the ones who save our bacon? 
A14) The Operational doers are certainly the key implementers during a Crisis, but without the 
support of the Tactical Managers, and the recovery priority direction from the Strategic team; the 
Recovery timeline could be significantly extended and/or impacts increased due to a lack of direction 
against a backdrop of unknown priorities, issues, and formal requirements. 
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